http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=AFH&volum eid=55 &issueld=03&iid=9357274

- “Gender and Sexuality,” 301.
- Nancy Rose Hunt, “The Affective, the Intellectual, and Gender History,” 331.
http://booksandjournals.brillonline.com/content/journals/18765610/21/3


http://www.journalofamericanhistory.org/issues/1012/

- Josiah Rector, “Environmental Justice at Work: The UAW, the War on Cancer, and the Right to Equal Protection from Toxic Hazards in Postwar America,” 480.

Interchange


http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=AMS&volid=48&issueld=03&jid=9299367

- Christine Hedlin, “‘Was There Not Reason to Doubt?’: Wieland and Its Secular Age,” 735.


• Oliver Ayers, “The 1935 Labour Dispute at the Amsterdam News and the Challenges Posed by the Rise of Unionism in Depression-Era Harlem,” 797.

• Ioana Luca, “The Americans Are Coming!? Postcommunist Reconfigurations of the US in California Dreamin’ (Endless),” 819.

• Hamlet Isakhanli, “Wavering Azerbaijani Literati Views of America: From the Russian Tsarist through the Modern Periods,” 839.

• Howard Brick, “Fortune-Tellers of the Capitalist World,” 873.

http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=AMS&volumeId=48
&issueId=04&iid=9359472

• Graham Culbertson, “Frederick Douglass’s ‘Our National Capital’: Updating L’Enfant for an Era of Integration,” 911.

• Sheyda Jahanbani, “Across the Ocean, Across the Tracks’: Imagining Global Poverty in Cold War America,” 937.

• Lauren Frances Turek, “Religious Rhetoric and the Evolution of George W. Bush’s Political Philosophy,” 975.


• Andrew Menard, “Robert Smithson’s Toxic Tour of Passaic, New Jersey,” 1019.


• Kurk Dorsey, “The Perils of Writing US Environmental History (and Some Promise Too),” 1091.

The Journal of Asian Studies, Vol. 73, Issue 3 (August 2014)
http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=JAS&volumeld=73&issueld=03&iid=9352536


• Katherine A. Bowie, “Of Buddhism and Militarism in Northern Thailand: Solving the Puzzle of the Saint Khruubaa Srivichai,” 711.


• Janet Hunter, “‘Extreme Confusion and Disorder’? The Japanese Economy in the Great Kanto Earthquake of 1923,” 753.

http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=JBR&volumeld=53&issueld=03&iid=9328609


The Journal of Conflict Resolution, 58:6 (September 2014)
http://jcr.sagepub.com/content/58/6.toc


• Christopher J. Fariss and Keith E. Schnakenberg, “Measuring Mutual Dependence between State Repressive Actions,” 1003.


The Journal of Conflict Resolution, 58:7 (October 2014)
http://jcr.sagepub.com/content/58/7.toc

• “Bruce Russett Award for Article of the Year in JCR for 2013,” 1143.


• Ananthi Al Ramiah, Miles Hewstone, Todd D. Little, and Kyle Lang, “The Influence of Status on the Relationship between Intergroup Contact, Threat, and Prejudice in the Context of a Nation-building Intervention in Malaysia,” 1202.


• Joe Clare, “Hawks, Doves, and International Cooperation,” 1311.

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cjca20/32/2#.VDREhCguhFQ


• Nomalanga Mkhize, “Game farm conversions and the land question: unpacking present contradictions and historical continuities in farm dwellers’ tenure insecurity in Cradock,” 207.

• Femke Brandt and Marja Spierenburg, “Game fences in the Karoo: reconfiguring spatial and social relations,” 220.


• Jenny Josefsson, “Safe-guarding the colonial present: game farms on the frontier in KwaZulu-Natal’s ‘Battlefields Route’,” 258.

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cjca20/32/3#.VDRHWCguhFQ


• Teresa Debly, “Culture and resistance in Swaziland,” 284.


• Roger Southall, “From liberation movement to party machine? The ANC in South Africa,” 331.

• Linda Freeman, “A parallel universe – competing interpretations of Zimbabwe’s crisis,” 349.


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rjoc20/44/4#.VDRcNSguhFQ
Obituary


Feature Section: The Financial Crises of 1997-98 and 2008-09: How Different Were They for Southeast Asia?


General Articles

- Nicolas Grinberg, “From Miracle to Crisis and Back: The Political Economy of South Korean Long-Term Development,” 711.


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cjcc20/23/89#.VDRhrCguhFQ

Global Reach of China’s Transnational Corporations

• Yue-Fang Si, “The Development of Outward FDI Regulation and the Internationalization of Chinese Firms,” 804.

• Xu Yi-Chong, “Chinese State-owned Enterprises in Africa: ambassadors or freebooters?,” 822.

**Political Legacies of the Early Years of the People’s Republic of China**


• Dali L. Yang, Huayu Xu, and Ran Tao, “A Tragedy of Nomenklatura? Career incentives, political loyalty and political radicalism during China’s Great Leap Forward,” 864.


**Research Articles**

• Qingmin Zhang, “Towards an Integrated Policy of Chinese Foreign Policy: bringing leadership personality back in,” 902.

• Xian Huang, “Expansion of Chinese Social Health Insurance: who gets what, when and how?,” 923.

• Elaine Chan and Joseph Chan, “Liberal Patriotism in Hong Kong,” 952.

**Research Note**


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cjcc20/23/90#.VDRlYCrughFQ

**China in Africa: Strategic Motives and Economic Interests**


• Suisheng Zhao, “A Neo-Colonialist Predator or Development Partner? China’s engagement and rebalance in Africa,” 1033.


• Jianwei Wang and Jing Zou, “China Goes to Africa: a strategic move?,” 1113.

Research Articles

• Shiru Wang, “Internet Exposure and Political Beliefs among Educated Youth in China,” 1133.

• Ramon Pacheco Pardo and Jeffrey Reeves, “Weak Power Bargaining with China: Mongolia and North Korea in comparative perspective,” 1152.

Research Note


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cjea20/22/2#.VDTc8yguhFQ


• Adam Whitworth and Elle Carter, “Welfare-to-Work Reform, Power and Inequality: From Governance to Governmentalities,” 104.


• Mary P. Murphy, “Ireland: Celtic Tiger in Austerity – Explaining Irish Path Dependency,” 132.


• Branislav Radeljic, “Debating Present Concerns and Future Directions of the European Union,” 199.

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cjea20/22/3#.VDThmiguhFQ

• Hugo Radice, “The European Union After the Crisis,” 245.

• “In memoriam Uwe Becker, 1951-2014,” 247.


• Uwe Becker, “The Heterogeneity of Capitalism in Crisis-Ridden Europe,” 261.

• Brigitte Young, “German Ordoliberalism as Agenda Setter for the Euro Crisis: Myth Trumps Reality,” 276.

• Femke A.W.J. Van Esch, “Exploring the Keynesian-Ordoliberal Divide. Flexibility and Convergence in French and German Leaders’ Economic Ideas During the Euro-Crisis,” 288.

• Arie Krampf, “From the Maastricht Treaty to Post-crisis EMU: The ECB and Germany as Drivers of Change,” 303.


• Charles Dannreuther, “The European Social Model after the crisis: the end of a functionalist fantasy?,” 329.

Journal of Contemporary History, 49:3 (July 2014)
http://jch.sagepub.com/content/49/3.toc

• Robert Knight, “National Construction Work and Hierarchies of Empathy in Postwar Austria,” 491.

• Silvia Salvatici, “Between National and International Mandates: Displaced Persons and Refugees in Postwar Italy,” 514.

• Michal Frankl, “Prejudiced Asylum: Czechoslovak Refugee Policy, 1918-60,” 537.


• Mikael Byström, “When the State Stepped into the Arena: The Swedish Welfare State, Refugees and Immigrants 1930s-50s,” 599.

_____________________________________________________

Journal of the Early Republic, Vol. 34, No. 3 (Fall 2014)
http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/journal_of_the_early_republic/toc/jer.34.3.html


• James J. Gigantino II, “The Whole North is Not Abolitionized’: Slavery’s Slow Death in New Jersey, 1830-1860,” 411.


_____________________________________________________

The Journal of Economic History, Vol. 74, Issue 3 (September 2014)
- Tracy Dennison and Sheilagh Ogilvie, “Does the European Marriage Pattern Explain Economic Growth?,” 651.


- David Chilosi, “Risky Institutions: Political Regimes and the Cost of Public Borrowing in Early Modern Italy,” 887.

---


- Douglas Anthony, “‘Ours is a war of survival’: Biafra, Nigeria and arguments about genocide, 1966-70,” 205.


• Brian McNeil, “‘And starvation is the grim reaper’: the American Committee to Keep Biafra Alive and the genocide question during the Nigerian civil war, 1968-70,” 317.


• Ike Okonta, “‘Biafra of the mind’: MASSOB and the mobilization of history,” 355.


• Mpalive-Hangson Msiska, “Imagined nations and imaginary Nigeria: Chinua Achebe’s quest for a country,” 401.

http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=JGA&volumeld=13 &issueld=03&iid=9301082

• Lawrence M. Lipin, “Nature, the City, and the Family Circle: Domesticity and the Urban Home in Henry George’s Thought,” 305.


Forum: Populists and Progressives, Capitalism and Democracy


• Charles Postel, “If They Repeal the Progressive Era, Should We Care?,” 400.

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rige20/10/2#.VDULxyguhFQ

- Thaddeus Metz, “Harmonizing global ethics in the future: a proposal to add south and east to west,” 146.
- Thom Brooks, “Remedial responsibilities beyond nations,” 156.
- Rosa Terlazzo, “The perfectionism of Nussbaum’s adaptive preferences,” 183.

http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=HET&volumeid=36&issueld=03&iid=9303910

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cjhr20/13/3#.VDUUoCguhFQ


- Momin Rahman, “Queer Rights and the Triangulation of Western Exceptionalism,” 274.

- Karen Zivi, “Performing the Nation: Contesting Same-Sex Marriage Rights in the United States,” 290.


- Katherine Browne and Catherine J. Nash, “Resisting LGBT Rights Where ‘We Have Won’: Canada and Great Britain,” 322.


---

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fich20/42/3#.VDUY5CguhFQ


• Robert I. Rotberg, “Did Cecil Rhodes Really Try to Control the World?,” 551.

http://www.mitpressjournals.org/toc/jinh/45/2


• Michael Paul Martoccio, “Ideal Types and Negotiated Identities: A Comparative Approach to the City-State,” 187.


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fjih20/33/2#.VDUiYiguhFQ

• Aviva Halamish, “Mapam in the War of Independence: From the war front to the opposition back benches,” 145.


• Dorit Yosef, “From Yekke to Zionist: Narrative strategies in life stories of Central European Jewish women immigrants to Mandate Palestine,” 185.

• Giora Goodman, “‘Operation Exodus’: Israeli government involvement in the production of Otto Preminger’s Film Exodus (1960),” 209.

---

http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=LAS&volumeId=46&issueId=03&iid=9302289

• Javier Auyero, Agustín Burbano de Lara, and María Fernanda Berti, “Uses and Forms of Violence among the Urban Poor,” 443.


---

http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?jid=LAS&volumeld=46&seriesId=0&issueld=04


• Claire Brewster and Keith Brewster, “‘Patria, Honor y Fuerza’: A Study of a Right-Wing Youth Movement in Mexico during the 1930-1960s,” 691.


---

[link](http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/flgh20/35/2#.VDVYjSguhFQ)

Mia Korpiola, “‘Not without the Consent and Goodwill of the Common People’: The Community as a Legal Authority in Medieval Sweden,” 95.


Niamh Howlin, “Passive Observers or Active Participants? Jurors in Civil and Criminal Trials,” 143.


---

[link](http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/smil20/13/2#.VDVamiguhFQ)

Editors Henrik Syse and Martin L. Cook, “100 years hence...,” 117.


Anya Topolski, “Relationality: An Ethical Response to the Tensions of Network-Enabled Operations in the Kunduz Air Strikes,” 158.


The Journal of Military History, Vol. 78, No. 4 (October 2014)
http://www.smh-hq.org/jmh/jmhvols/784.html

The 2014 George C. Marshall Lecture in Military History


Articles

- Derrick E. Lapp, “Did They Really 'Take None But Gentleman'? Henry Hardman, the Maryland Line, and a Reconsideration of the Socioeconomic Composition of the Continental Officer Corps,” 1239.


- Charles Forrester, “Field Marshal Montgomery’s Role in the Creation of the British 21st Army Group’s Combined Arms Doctrine for the Final Assault on Germany,” 1295.


- Philip Gioia, “When ‘The Institute was Hear From’ in World War II: VMI Alumni on the War Department General Staff, 1939-1945,” 1385.


http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=MOA&volumeld=52 &issueId=03&iid=9321953


• Crystal Biruk, “‘Aid for gays’: the moral and the material in ‘African homophobia’ in post-2009 Malawi,” 447.

• Charles Manga Fombad, “Gender equality in African customary law: has the male ultimogeniture rule any future in Botswana?,” 475.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

The Journal of Modern History, Vol. 86, No. 3 (September 2014)
http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.1086/673570

• Corey Tazzara, “Managing Free Trade in Early Modern Europe: Institutions, Information, and the Free Port of Livorno,” 493.

• Dan Edelstein, “Enlightenment Rights Talk,” 530.

• Peter J. Gurney, “The Democratic Idiom: Languages of Democracy in the Chartist Movement,” 566.


_________________________________________________________________________________________________

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rmis20/19/4#.VDVtXSguhFQ


• Dante Roscini, “Corporate governance and the financial crisis in Italy,” 389.

• Jonathan Eaton, “Italy and the European crisis: panel discussion,” 396.

• Carlo Trigilia, “North and south in the current crisis,” 404.

• David I. Kertzer, “Interview with Romano Prodi,” 412.


• Alessandro Santagata, “Ruinismo: the Catholic Church in Italy from ‘mediation culture’ to the Cultural Project,” 438.
• Andrea Mariuzzo, “Italian universities, Fascism and the promotion of corporative studies,” 453.

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cjph20/49/2#.VDVyWiguhFQ

• Christine Weir, “‘We visit the colo towns...when it is safe to go’: Indigenous Adoption of Methodist Christianity in the Wainibuka and Wainimala Valleys, Fiji, in the 1870s,” 129.

• Nicholas Hoare, “Harry Holland’s ‘Samoan Complex’,” 151.


• Max Quanchi, “Norman H. Hardy: Book Illustrator and Artist,” 214.

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cjph20/49/3#.VDV0ayguhFQ


• Jane McAdam, “Historical Cross-Border Relocations in the Pacific: Lessons for Planned Relocations in the Context of Climate Change,” 301.

• Rainer F. Buschmann and Rafael Ramírez, “Manuscript XXIX: Máximo Rodríguez’s ‘Lost’ Prologue,” 328.

• Michael Horowitz, “Jewish Immigration to the Pacific: A Tongan Footnote,” 341.

Journal of Palestine Studies, Vol. 43, No. 2 (Winter 2014)
http://www.palestine-studies.org/jps/issue/170


- Cecilia Baeza, “Palestinians in Latin America: Between Assimilation and Long-Distance Nationalism,” 59.

Journal of Palestine Studies, Vol. 43, No. 3 (Spring 2014)
http://www.palestine-studies.org/jps/issue/171


Journal of Palestine Studies, Vol. 43, No. 4 (Summer 2014)
http://www.palestine-studies.org/jps/issue/172


- “Interview with Ahmad Saadat: Leading from Prison, Ending Negotiations, and Rebuilding the Resistance,” 49.
H-Diplo Journal Watch [jw], A-I, Third Quarter 2013

- “Map: Israeli Prisons and Detention Centers,” 66.

http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=JPH&volumeld=26 &issuelId=04&iid=9333323

- Neil J. Young, “‘Worse than cancer and worse than snakes’: Jimmy Carter’s Southern Baptist Problem and the 1980 Election,” 479.

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/upse20/10/3#.VDWRySguhFQ

• John Ishiyama, Christine Balarezo, and Tom Miles, “Do Graduate Student Teacher Training Courses Affect Placement Rates?,” 273.

• Mack Mariani and Brian J. Glenn, “Simulations Build Efficacy: Empirical Results from a Four-Week Congressional Simulation,” 284.

• Chad Raymond, “Can’t Get No (Dis)Satisfaction: The Statecraft Simulation’s Effect on Student Decision Making,” 302.

• Jennifer Bruen, “From Dictatorship to Democracy? The Impact of the Collapse of the German Democratic Republic (GDR) on Political Education in its Schools,” 315.


• Clayton Wukich and Michael D. Siciliano, “Problem Solving and Creativity in Public Policy Courses: Promoting Interest and Civic Engagement,” 352.

---

http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=JRA&seriesId=3&volumeId=24&issueId=04&iid=9361792

• Zohar Amar, Efraim Lev, and Yaron Serri, “On Ibn Juljul and the meaning and importance of the list of medicinal substances not mentioned by Dioscorides,” 529.

• Pankaj Tandon, “The Succession after Kumaragupta I,” 557.

• Randolf G.S. Cooper, “Afghanistan’s Future as Seen from Hindustan’s Military Past,” 573.


Journal of Southeast Asian Studies, Vol. 45, Issue 3 (October 2014)
http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=SEA&volumeld=45&issueld=03&iid=9338322

- Low Choo Chin, “The repatriation of the Chinese as a counter-insurgency policy during the Malayan Emergency,” 363.
- Robert Wessing, “Pangeran Dakar’s error: A narration of the events leading to the fall of the Sultanate of Bantén,” 427.

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fjss20/37/4#.VDWg1yguhFQ

- Amnon Aran and Rami Ginat, “Revisiting Egyptian Foreign Policy towards Israel under Mubarak: From Cold Peace to Strategic Peace,” 556.
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fjss20/37/5#.VDWjdiguhFQ

- Alan Doss, “In the Footsteps of Dr. Bunche: The Congo, UN Peacekeeping and the Use of Force,” 703.

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rjth20/5/3#.VDWlzCguhFQ

- Per Lundin, “Confronting class: the American motel in early post-war Sweden,” 305.

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rjts20/12/3#.VDWrqSguhFQ
2013 Donald Cameron Watt prize winner


Articles


- Greg Eghigian, “‘A transatlantic buzz’: flying saucers, extraterrestrials and America in postwar Germany,” 282.


- Daniel Marcos, “Between the Atlantic and the Empire: NATO as a framework for Portuguese-American relations in early Cold War (1949-1957),” 324.

Journal of Vietnamese Studies, Vol. 9, No. 2 (Spring 2014)


Labor Studies Journal, 39:2 (June 2014)
http://lsj.sagepub.com/content/39/2.toc


- Andrew Stevens and Doug Nesbitt, “An Era of Wildcats and Sick-outs in Canada? The Continued Decline of Industrial Pluralism and the Case of Air Canada,” 118.

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fmhr20/29/1#.VDZNeiguhFQ

• Ory Amitay, “*Vagantibus Graeciae fabulis*: the North African wanderings of Antaios and Herakles,” 1.


**The Middle East Journal, Vol. 68, No. 3 (Summer 2014)**
http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/the_middle_east_journal/toc/mej.68.3.html


• Sherko Kirmanj, “Kurdish History Textbooks: Building a Nation-State within a Nation-State,” 367.


**Middle East Policy, Vol. 21, Issue 3 (Fall 2014)**

Palestine/Israel


Anne Joyce, “Interview with Noam Chomsky, 1984,” 47.

The GCC


David Roberts, “Qatar and the Muslim Brotherhood: Pragmatism or Preference?,” 84.

Iran


Niv Farago, “Don’t Turn Iran into North Korea! Re-examining Neoconservative Strategy,” 104.


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fmes20/50/5#.VDZY7CguhFQ

Ilker Aytürk, “Nationalism and Islam in Cold War Turkey, 1944-69,” 693.
• Dorit Gottesfeld, “'Oh, the Happy Queen': On Feminization and Humour in Huzamah Habayib’s Novel, Qabi an tanam al-malikah,” 720.

• Liora R. Halperin, “The Battle over Jewish Students in the Christian Missionary Schools of Mandate Palestine,” 737.

• Aksel Ersoy, “Turkey's Protean Regional Policy: Does It Happen on the Ground?,” 755.

• Cezar Stanciu, “Romania and the Six Day War,” 775.


• Kobi Peled, “The Social Texture of the Baqa Well: Drawing History from an Old Well in a Palestinian Arab Town in Israel,” 810.

• Clive Foss, “Kemal Atatürk: Giving a New Nation a New History,” 826.

**Middle Eastern Studies, Vol. 50, Issue 6 (2014)**
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fmes20/50/6#.VDZs1iguhFQ

• Itamar Rabinovich, “Middle Eastern Studies: A Celebration,” 851.

• Syed Tanvir Wasti, “Middle Eastern Studies at Fifty: Felicitations!,” 852.

• Rodney Wilson, “Fiftieth Anniversary of Middle Eastern Studies,” 854.


• Rory Miller, “The Euro-Arab Dialogue and the Limits of European External Intervention in the Middle East, 1974-77,” 936.

• Erik Jan Zürcher, “Macedonians in Anatolia: The Importance of the Macedonian Roots of the Unionists for their Policies in Anatolia after 1914,” 960.
• Gülhan Balsoy, “Infanticide in Nineteenth Century Ottoman Society,” 976.


Modern Asian Studies, Vol. 48, Issue 5 (September 2014)
http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=ASS&volumeId=48&issueId=05&iid=9312995


• Shalini Sharma, “‘Yeh azaadi jhooti hai’: The shaping of the opposition in the first year of the Congress raj,” 1358.


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cmit20/19/3#.VDeMiCguhFQ


• Patrizia Dogliani, “Environment and leisure in Italy during Fascism,” 247.

• Marco Armiero, “Making Italians out of rocks: Mussolini’s shadows on Italian mountains,” 261.


• Loredana Polezzi, “Description, appropriation, transformation: Fascist rhetoric and colonial nature,” 287.
• Federico Caprotti, “The invisible war on nature: the Abyssinian war (1935-1936) in newsreels and documentaries in Fascist Italy,” 305.

Le Monde Diplomatique (August 2014)
http://www.monde-diplomatique.fr/2014/08/

• Evgeny Morozov, “De l’utopie numérique au choc social,” 1.
• Romain Migus and Julien Rebotier, “Controverse au sein du chavisme,” 17.
• Laurent Bonelli, “Le récidiviste, voilà l’ennemi!,” 3.
• Pierre Daum, “Homosexualité, ou la ‘mort sociale.’”
• Jean Ping, “Fallait-il tuer Kadhafi?,” 8.
• Pierre Rimbert, “Robots en roue libre.”
• Laura Raim, “Devenez actionnaire…d’un individu,” 20.
• Tobias Scheidegger, “Edelweiss et lutte des classes dans les Alpes,” 22.
• Jean-Paul Walch, “Comment l’escalade est devenue un sport,” 22.
• David Commeillas, “La vogue de webdocumentaire,” 27.


**Le Monde Diplomatique (September 2014)**
http://www.monde-diplomatique.fr/2014/09/

• Peter Harling, “État islamique, un monstre providentiel,” 1.

• Ismaïl Alexandrani, “Au Sinaï, une ‘sale guerre’ qui ne dit pas son nom,” 6.

• Pierre Rimbert, “Goulag en solde.”


• Mona Chollet, “L’utopie libérale du service sexuel.”


• Igor Delanoë, “Entre Moscou et Tel-Aviv, une étrange lune de miel,” 8.

• Michel Réal, “Quand l’Union soviétique parrainait Israël,” 8.

• Hélène Richard, “Dilemme pour les miliciens ukrainiens,” 10.

• Han Dongfang, “En Chine, colère cherche syndicats,” 11.

• Raoul Marc Jennar, “Cinquante États négocient en secret la libéralisation des services,” 12.


• Jacques Berthelot, “Régimes douaniers européens.”


• Christophe Ventura, “Pékin, la vache et le lait,” 14.

• Cécile Marin, “Routes maritimes des Amériques.”


• Antoine Schwartz, “Ni pause ni doutes pour les partisans d’une Europe fédérale,” 22.


Dossier

“La politique déboussolée,” 17.
Frédéric Lordon, “La gauche ne peut pas mourir,” 1.
Martine Bulard, “Purge à la française,” 17.
Pierre Rimbert, “Toupie ou tout droit?”

Supplément

“L’île Maurice, laboratoire de la diversité,” I.
Augusta Conchiglia, “La bataille des mentalités,” I.
Anouk Carsignol-Singh, “Une longue quête de soi,” II.
Tirthankar Chanda, “Francophonie paradoxale,” IV.
Augusta Conchiglia, “Nos anglophiles sont devenus francophones.”
Laurie Merigeaud, “Statut des langues et des communautés.”

Le Monde Diplomatique (October 2014)
http://www.monde-diplomatique.fr/2014/10/

Owen Jones, “Colère sociale, vote à droite,” 1.
• Olivier Pironet, “Une ‘épine dans les fesses’ pour les Israéliens.”
• Olivier Pironet, “Un plan de ‘non-réconciliation pacifique.’”
• Alain Gresh, “La voix de la France enfouie sous les bombes.”
• Alain Gresh, “‘Guerre contre le terrorisme’, acte III,” 8.
• Nahan Siby, “L’été de la révolte se prolonge à Hongkong,” 10.
• Pierre Poggioli, “Corse, l’adieu aux armes,” 12.
• Mark Weisbrot, “En Argentine, les fonds vautours tenus en échec,” 18.
• Jean Gadrey, “Faut-il vraiment payer toute la dette?,” 18.
• Carlos Pardo, “Du star-système au système D,” 27.

**Supplément**

• “Une jeunesse solidaire dans le monde,” I.
• Amélie Zaccour, “Syriens et Libanais à l’école de la non-violence,” I.
• Julien Laupière, “Mettre la solidarité à la ‘une’,” I.
• Ludivine Bantigny, “Les jeunes, objet social mal identifié,” II.
• Véronique Bordes, “Au-delà des modèles trompeurs,” II.
• Sébastien Deslandes, “Avec les étudiants précaires,” III.

________________________________________________________

Le Monde Diplomatique – Manière de voir (August-September 2014)
http://www.monde-diplomatique.fr/mav/136/

• Mona Chollet, “Contre la fascination de désastre.”

Inventer sans attendre

• Raphaël Kempf, “L’Internationale des déclassés.”
• Tony Wood, “Enfin, le Royaume-Uni défie l’ombre de Thatcher.”
• Christian de Brie, “Comment l’AMI fut mis en pièces.”
• Benjamin Fernandez, “En Inde, 200 roupies pour vaincre la pauvreté.”
• Mark Hertsgaard, “L’heureux hasard qui a fait reverdir le Sahel.”
• Geraldina Colotti, “En Italie, vivre et produire autrement.”
• Philippe Bovet, “Négawatts, de l’ébriété à la sobriété énergétique.”
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